Run No: 2012
Date: 23-Apr-2017
Venue: Bull, Burrough Green
Hares: Shamcock & U Bend
Scribe: Shamcock
It was a cracker !!
It was a loverly day!!
There were lots of loverly mares and foals seen on the run !!
..and a field full of frisky bullocks (not Bulls!!) as Hangover Blues
thought...
The BEER STOP was the ‘Piece de la Resistance’ of the run, taken
over and artistically managed by Taxi, Gorilla and Lightning...the
selection of fine ales and the ginger wine were a TOTAL HIT with
the happy hashers.
You can’t fool old fart hashers...Jetstream was not to be fooled
into the long check back at the start, “It’s ALWAYS a check back
up there”, he said. He was right!!
Here’s the MAP to prove it...See below !!
Prize for TOTAL DONKEY goes to WIMP and his loverly big black
doggy.....he got sucked into each and every turn back/check
back..eejit!!
However, best ‘CHARGE’ was awarded to ‘ONLY ME’ for a classic
WEE WEE behind a hedge in full view of every hasher who ran up
the hill beside her......
Best SMILES were observed by the hare as he awaited to escort
the back walkers (BIG SWINGER and IT WILL COME OFF) who
came into sight at the entrance to the loverly wee path leading to
the Church and the BEER STOP beyond.....”No one ever waits for
us!! SHAMMY YOU are a such a GENTLEMAN !!!”
Mais Oui !!

Where you went....

ADNAMS GHOST SHIP was the hit beer at the BULL, much to
everyone’s delight...
DEBONAIR’S climatic influence, however, was in decline that day.
Once outside, for circular things, the sun went on holiday and the
clouds and their friends, COLD WIND and ICY DRIZZLE arrived.
Not too many enjoyed the fine Sunday roast, but the UPPER
CLASS TART and POSH knew a good thing and had their
combined snouts in the trough..
“COME BACK SOON!!”, said our host and hostess.
“We think we should”, say Shammy & U-Bend...

